Bats are
mammals. They
have hair. Bats
feed their babies
with milk. They
are warm-blooded.

Fish can make
good pets. They
are easy to take
care of. Fish can
be fun to watch.
They are
inexpensive.

Gardeners help
plants grow. They
plant seeds in the
dirt. Gardeners
must water plants.
They pull weeds to
help the plants
stay healthy and
grow.

Doctors take care
of people. They
make sure people
stay healthy.
Doctors give people
medicine when they
are sick. They look
at people when they
get hurt.
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There are many
ways to travel.
Some people like
to drive. Others
choose to fly.
Another option is
to ride a train.
Some people even
ride their bikes.

Before going
camping, you should
get prepared. First,
you will need a tent.
You will also need a
sleeping bag. It is
important to bring
foods you can cook
over a fire. Be sure to
bring clothes that are
right for the weather.

I learned about
great horned owls by
reading a book. They
eat rabbits, hares
and other small
animals. Great
horned owls have a
white patch on their
throats. They have
very large eyes.

One type of
whale is the orca
whale. It is black
and white.
Sometimes it is
called a killer whale.
It has very strong
teeth and powerful
jaws.
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Farmers have
many jobs to do.
They must take care
of their animals. They
keep the animals
clean and give them
food. Farmers also
help their vegetables
grow. They plant the
seeds and give them
water.

A polar bear has
many adaptations to
help it live in the Arctic.
They have white fur to
help them blend in.
They have large furry
feet with claws that help
them walk on the ice.
Polar bears have a layer
of blubber to help them
swim in the icy water.

Athletes must work
hard to become good
at their sport. They
need to go to practice.
It is important for
them to listen to their
coaches. Athletes
spend extra time
working on skills on
their own.

Police officers
have important
jobs. They work to
keep people safe.
Police officers help
when people are in
trouble. They also
make sure people
follow laws.
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